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INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a Kac-Moody Lie algebra with 31 canonical generators 
{e,, . . . . e,, k,, . . . . h,, f,, . . . . f,}. Let H be the span of h,, . . . . h,, the Cartan 
subalgebra of G. As usual, p E H* is the function satisfying p(h,) = 1 Vi. Let 
i. E H* be an integral function with 1+ p being dominant. If IC = {a,, . . . . a,} 
is the set of simple roots of G, denote by 7~;. = {xil).(h,)20}, xi-= n\n,., 
G;. = the subalgebra of G generated by { ei, hi, f, I i E 7cj.}, G” = the sub- 
algebra of G generated by {e,, hi, fi I I E rc’}. Correspondingly, if W is the 
Weyl group of G, W, denotes the subgroup of W generated by those 
fundamental reflections i associated with ai E ~j., W” = the subgroup of W 
generated by the fundamental reflections si associated with aj E a”. Let 
M(j.) be the Verma module over G with the highest weight i. and let L(1) 
be the irreducible quotient of M(i). If M: E W,, M( u: ‘1”) (w . i = 
)i*(jb+p)-p) is a submodule of M(1). Let K(j~)=~~.,,,~,) M(w.i.). In 
this paper, we present a proof for the following generalization of Weyl-Kac 
character formula: 
THEOREM. For a symmetrizable G,, ch M(;L)/K(i) = C,, w; ( - 1)“““ 
ch M( )t’ . 2). 
When IC’ = 4, the above theorem reduces to the usual Weyl-Kac charac- 
ter formula. Also, since 
f(M;. w”) = 
L 
;- 1 P), if WE W, 
if u’ 4 W, W” 
is indeed the relative mobius function of W/W”, our theorem states 
precisely the relative version of Weyl-Kac character formula. 
Our proof for the above theorem is based on a counting principle 
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guarantee the availability of the Kac-Kazhdan theorem [4]. Other than 
these, the whole proof is purely module-theoretic and at an elementary 
level. 
1. KEY NOTIONS 
Recall [S] the category of G-modules 0. A module P E 0 is called local 
if P contains a unique (proper) maximal submodule Q. For each i E H*, 
denote by CL,(i.) the set of all local submodules P in ME 0 such that 
P/Q z L(i.). Let P E CL,,f(d), PI/Q’ ‘v L(i.) be an irreducible subquotient of 
M. We say P represents P’/Q’ if P c P’ and P g Q’. Also, if v E M, (u) 
denotes the submodule of A4 generated by c. For the sake of self-contained- 
ness, we first give a brief summary of concepts and results from [5] of 
which essential use will be made. Fix a G-module ME 0. For i E H*, 
[M: L(i)] denotes the multiplicity of L(i.) in M. 
PROPOSITION 1.1 (Propositions 1.1 and 1.2 [5]). Let EWE H* and let 
P’jQ’ _Y L(i) be an irreducible subquotient of M. Then 
(a) P’ E CL,w(I) if and only if P’ = (v) for aN v E P’\Q’. 
(b) There exists P E CL,(E.) such that P represents P’\Q’. 
DEFINITION. A (finite) subset ‘LI = (P,, P,, . . . . Pk} s CL,w(i.) is called 
independent if for every choice of vi E (Pi)j., i= 1, 2, . . . . k, such that 
Pi = (vi), the set {vi, I+, . ..~ G’~} is linearly independent. ‘?I is called 
dependent if it is not independent. 
FRO~OSITION 1.2 (Proposition 2.3 [S]). Given a subset {P,, P2, . . . . Pk} 
E CL,(i), the following are equivalent: 
(a) {PI, P2, . . . . Pk} is independent. 
(b) There exists a permutation a on { 1, 2, . . . . k) such that POci, & 
xj,i PUcj, for all i<k- 1. 
(c) For a (nonempty) subset A c { 1,2, . . . . k} and any choice of u;s, 
iEA, such (hat ui E(Pi)i\(Q;),, (Iipa ui)l(CiEA t’,)nEisA Qi 2 L(l), 
where Qi is the unique maximal submodule of Pi for all i = 1, 2, .,,, k. 
DEFINITION. A subset b E CL,Ji) is called a basis of CL,w(i.) if 23 is a 
maximal independent subset of CL,w(A). 
PROPOSITION 1.3 (Proposition 2.6 [S]). Let b = {P,, P,, . . . . P,} s 
CL,(I) be a basis satisfying Pi & Ci, i Pj for all i= 1, 2, . . . . m - 1. Let 
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PECL,,.,(;.). If PcQk+xj,,Pj for some k<m, (I’, Pk+l,...,Pm} is 
dependent. 
LEMMA 1.4 (Lemma 2.8 [S]). Let 23 = {PI, P,, . . . . P,} E CL,+,(i”) be a 
basis satisfying P, d C,, f P, for all t = 1,2, . . . . m - 1. Let 1 d i< j<m, 
t’i E (pi);. - (Qi)iv cj E (pj), - CQj)i, where, in general, Qk is the unique 
maximal submodule of Pk, k = 1, 2, . . . . m. Let P,! E CL,Ji.) represent 
FL--;);~(ci - uj) n (Qi + Q,). Then 23’= (Bj\{P;}) u {PI} is also a basis of 
M . . 
THEOREM 1.5 (Theorem 2.5 [S]). An)t two bases of CL,+,(i) hatle the 
same cardinal number. 
THEOREM 1.6 (Theorem 3.1 [S]). Let I.EH* and let {P,, P,, . . . . P,) be 
a basis of CL,w(i). Then [M: L(i.)] =m. 
Based on the foregoing, we now fix a basis {PI, Pa, . . . . P,} of CLJI) 
satisfying Pi uk I,, i Pi for all i < m - 1 and introduce: 
DEFINITION. Let P E CL,+,(E,). ord(P) = k iff P c xyck Pi and 
p ti Xk+, Pi. We call ord(P) the order of P (relative to the basis 
{P 1, *..t Pm ) ). 
DEFINITION. Let N be a submodule of M. A basis {R,, . . . . R,} of 
CL,,,,(i) is said to be compatible with {P,, . . . . P,} if ord(R,) < od(R,) < 
. . . < ord(R,). 
THEOREM 1.7. Let N be a submodule of M. Then CL,Ji) has a basis 
compatible with {P,, . . . . P,,). 
ProoJ: Let n = [N: Lo.)]. Claim: for each k = n, . . . . 1, there exists R, E 
CL,v(I) satisfying the following properties: 
(i) ord(R,)<ord(R,+,)c ... <ord(R,). 
(ii) For any RE CL,(i.) such that {R, Rk+ ,, . . . . R,} is independent, 
ord(R) d ord( Rk). 
Note that (i) implies that {Rk, . . . . R,} is independent using 1.2(b) and the 
result follows immediately from the claim when k = 1. 
To prove the claim, we argue by an induction on k. The case when k = n 
is obvious. In general, let us assume that R,, . . . . Rk+ , have been found with 
(i), (ii) being satisfied. Choose Rk in such a way that {R,, . . . . Rk+ ,, Rk} is 
independent and (ii) holds. It remains to show that (i) holds as well. 
Since clearly {R,, . . . . Rk+ 2, Rk} is independent, ord( Rk) < ord( Rk + , ) by 
the choice of Rk+ ,. Suppose, arguing by contradiction, ord(R,) = 
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ord( R, + ,) = s for some s < m. Clearly there exist rk E (R,); ‘!(S, );, rk t , E 
(Rk+,)j.\(Sk+L)i such that ck -rktl EQ, +x:,,, Pi, where si (resp. Qi) 
is the maximal submodule of Rj (resp. Pi). BY 1.2(c), 
(ck-~k+,)/(~k-ck+,)n(Sk+Sk+,)~L(i). Let RECL~J~) represent 
t”k - t’k+ ,)/(t:k - L’k+l) n (Sk + Sk,,). Then R = Q, + Xj>s P, * 
(R R s+ ,, . . . . R, j is dependent by 1.3. In particular, ord(R) > S. But the 
exchange lemma (Lemma 2.4), applied to {R,. . . . . Rk), implies that 
(R,, . . . . &+I, R} is independent. Therefore we obtain a contradiction 
since ord(R) d ord(R,+ t) = s by the induction hypothesis. As a result, 
ord( Rk) < ord( R, + , ), which concludes the theorem. 
COROLLARY 1.8. Let N be a submodule of 44. Let {R,, . . . . R, > be a basis 
of CL,(i) .compatible with {P,, . . . . P,}. Then 
(i) Given any RE CL,(E,), ord(R)E {ord(R,), . . . . ord(R,)}. 
(ii) Given another basis {R’,, . . . . RL} of CL,(i.) compatible with 
ip 1, ..., P,}, ord(R;) = ord(R,) for all i = 1, . . . . n. 
Proof Part (ii) is an easy consequence of (i ) while (i) follows from 
the simple fact that ord( R) $ { ord( R,), . . . . ord( R,)} =S {R,, . . . . R,, R} is 
independent, which is absurd. 
DEFINITION. Let N be a submodule of M and let {R,, . ..$ R,} be a 
basis of CL,v(L) compatible with (PI, . . . . Pm}. Call ord(N) = 
{ ord(R,), . . . . ord(R,)} the (j. - ) order of N in M relative to {P,, . . . . P,,}. 
COROLLARY 1.9. Let Kc Nc M be submodules of M. Then ord( K) s 
ord(N). 
Proof Clear from 1.8. 
2. MAIN RESULT 
We shall need a couple of more facts towards the end: 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let M be a G-module, u E H*. Given an irreducible 
subquotient P/Q z L(u), and subquotients P, /Q, $ . . . . PJQ, of A4 satisfying 
the conditions 
PC i Pi, Pdp,+i P, Vj= 1, 2, . . . . n, 
i= 1 i=l 
i#j 
we hatle [Pj/Qj; L(u)] # 0, Vj. 
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Proof. Clearly, the assumption implies that (P+ Qi + xi+i I’,)/ 
(Q + Qj + xi, j Pi) z L(p). Since I;=, Pi/Qj + C;+j Pi is a homomorphic 
image of Pi/Q,, the result is obvious. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let A be a subset of W;.. If there exists ui E xi. such 
that w<siw VweA, then x,v.Ex det w’ = 0, where 2 = {u” E W, 1 u’ < w’ for 
some WE A}. 
Proof: The result is an easy consequence of the fact that siA = A, using 
Deodhar’s characterization of the Bruhat ordering in W, [l]. 
We now prove the main theorem stated as in the Introduction. 
Proof of Main Theorem. To prove the theorem, it suffices to show that 
-chK(I)= C (-l)‘(“)chM(,v.i.). 
I E w,. 
IV z e 
Equivalently, we shall show that 
-[K(i): L(p)] = c (-1)““” [M(w.i): L(p)], Vp E H*. 
WE w- I. 
11’ # e 
Fix p E H*. Write ~1 = i - p, - p2, where pI E Z, . Ilj. = 
{ZL,Ek;.kiaiIki EZ+ 19 P2 EZ+ e rrL. Identifying M, = U(G,) n U(G _ ) as a 
subspace of M(A) and viewing it as a G,-module, let M, 13 M, I> M, 3 . . . 
be a local composition series of MO at 3. - p,. Without loss of generality, 
we may assume that this local composition series refines a decreasing 
sequence of submodules of M, of the form 
I c M(w.i.)n U(G,)D ..-, 
WE w,. 
w+H’,&w,,w‘1 
where wO, IV,, M:~, . .. is an enumeration of elements in W, with increasing 
length. Let {PI, . . . . P,} be a basis of CL K(j.)( p). For each i = 1, . . . . n let di 
be the largest integer s with Pi c U(GL)M,. Note that we may assume 
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i>j- d, > di. Fix i< tz. Suppose iE ord(M(n*. E.)) for some WE W;. and 
i$ord(K(bi*.i)), where 
This means that 3 a local submodule PE CL ,M(,~.j.l(~) with PcK(w.i.) and 
ordP=i.A~before,letN~=M(r~.i.)nU(G,)~N,~N,~ ... ~NN,-,~N~ 
= K(w . ,I) n U(G,) be a local composition series of M(w . i.) A 
C’(G,)jK(~.i.)nU(G,) at p,. Suppose PcN,, P $ Ng+, for some q<t. 
Now suppose di = d, + , = . . . = di+ m < d, + “, + , for some m. By the choice 
of P I 3 M, lM, + , is an irreducible G,-module. So let J + M, + i be a highest 
weight vector of M,jM,+ , . Since ord(P) = i, P c xiai Pj. Let X, x,, . . . . x,, 
be highest weight vectors of P, P,, . . . . P,, respectively. Then 3 scalars 
bi, .., b,, such that x = Cj, I b.i.xj. Since for each j= i, i + 1, . . . . i+ m, 
3~~ E U( G _ ) such that .‘;/ = zj 1’ (mod U(G _ ) M, + , ), we have 
Eizj>i+rn bj~ji==y-~j,i+,,,b,X, (mod U( G _ )Md, + i ). This easily 
implies that J E M, + , + N,. 
Pick a pair of integers (Y, k) satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) r2d, + 1, qGk6t. 
(ii) I;EM,+N~. 
(iii) Y$~Q~,+N~+,, y$M,+,+Nk. 
Case 1. k < t. Apply Proposition 2.1, and we get [Nk/Nk + , : LGi(0)] 
# 0, where 8 is the highest weight of M,jM,- i and LGj.(0) denotes the 
irreducible G,-module with highest weight 6. In particular, [M( M; . A) n 
U(G,)/K(W. i) n U(GL): LGi(0)] # 0. 
Case 2. k = t. That is, y E M, + K(w. 2). By our assumption together 
with the fact r>di, i$ord(C’(G)M,)uord(K(w.%))*i$ord(U(G)M,+ 
K(w . i.)), a contradiction since xi = 2; J (mod U(G”)M,, + ,) and 
ord( Pi) = i. Therefore, this cannot happen. 
To conclude, since G, is symmetrizable, 0= )yO. 1 for some w,, E W, - 
{e}. In particular, 3j such that w0 . i(hj) < 0, or equivalently, sjwO > ~7~. 
NOW, for each WEAL= {MOE WJiEordM(M’.E.), i$ord(K(w.A))}, 
[M(M’ . ~)/K(w. 2.): LG,.(0)] # 0 by the foregoing argument. Thus we have 
s,w > W, VW E A ;. Thus 
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using Proposition 2.2. As a result, 
-[K(i):L(p)]= --n= i c (-1)““’ 
i=l WEPi’ 
I’ z ep 
=i c ( - 1 )W 
i=l ieord(M(w.i)) 
WE w- I. 
= c (- 1)““” [M(w .i): L(p)]. 
This completes the proof. 
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